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books on books, bibliography, reference. - over forty-six thousand articles (authors), with forty indexes of
subjects. by s. austin allibone (3 vols.). [with] a supplement to allibone’s critical dictionary of english literature
and british and american authors. containing over thirty-seven thousand articles (authors), and enumerating
over ninety-three thousand titles. women and the home front: new new interpretations of the ... characters crowding into revised portraits—with black women as likely as white ... thirty-two. burns uses the
motif of ballou’s letter to highlight men’s sacrifice (and unfortunately left too ... authors, agitators, nuns,
prostitutes, divorcing wives, grieving widows, and plantation mistresses. ... wilde rewound: time-travelling
with oscar in recent author ... - fictional portraits of oscar wilde, i have thus chosen to pay particular
attention to the depictions that are ... 1 i contend that the term ‘post-mortem’ in relation to fictions in which
historical authors are resurrected ... is itself a fiction, as theorists such as naomi jacobs have highlighted:
“[there is a] common loss of faith ribbons of steel: the story of the northern alberta ... - ribbons of steel:
the story of the northern alberta railways by ena schneider (review) john a. eagle the canadian historical
review, volume 73, number 1, march 1992, pp. 121-123 (review) published by university of toronto press for
additional information about this article access provided by scholarly communication (1 mar 2019 14:38 gmt)
late antique and byzantine - oxbowbooks - authors working in various genres, both latin and greek, and of
differing religious affiliations ... portraits, and the exemplary mosaics of ravenna. 448pp b/w illus (routledge
2018) 9781138857223 hb ... edited by ine jacobs & hugh elton this volume explores a series of themes include
the physical development of a paper to be presented at the 2002 american ... - a paper to be presented
at the 2002 american anthropological association meetings. a work in progress. circulated from comments,
criticisms and suggestions. ... fiction from authors like john cheever, sometimes referred to as the “chekhov ...
is the result of a thirty-year-long proactive set of policies, institutions and ... editors’ note - project muse editors’ note amy herzog, joe rollins wsq: women's studies quarterly, volume 40, numbers 1 & 2,
spring/summer ... prescient nearly thirty years ago, haraway’s observation retains its forebod - ... agency, and
gender. the word-cloud portraits that accompany blakely’s text obscure her subjects’ demographic markers as
they simultaneously ...
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